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The oboes of Richters: about methods of research in woodwind instruments
Part 4: The keys
Before we focus on the keys of the boxwood oboes, some remarks must be made about the
ebony oboes by Hendrik and Fredrik Richters, many of them being famous for their silverwork: mounts and keys, often engraved with a variety of images. I can not give here a complete survey of all silverwork, but restrict myself to a few remarks about the silver keys of
some oboes, concentrating
on instruments which
are missing in Adkins 1990
(see his article for more
photos of other silverwork)
or where I have a
different
interpretation
about the engravings.

I have taken some new
On the touch of the c-key is
leer de wereld kennen’
know the world).
On the flap of the c-key
Musicians are depicted on
violinist and a woodwind
Who are the persons on
Adkins thinks that they are
on the left key is a drunken
see him with a tankard in
the small keys on the next
his angry wife. If you grasp
the barrel, you must take the

photos of the keys of HR2.
the rebus: ‘Vat den tijd en
(Grasp time and learn to
rides Bacchus on a barrel.
the flaps of the d#-keys: a
player.
the wings of the small keys?
dancers, but I suggest that
man (on some other keys we
his hand, see the photos of
page) , and on the other key
the time by drinking from
consequences!

The engravings on oboe HR25
(in a private collection in
Friesland, and not in Adkins
1990) are more detailed, once
again with musicians and drunken dancers. The right wing of
the c-key of this oboe has been
trimmed a bit. I do not think that
it was done by somebody to
make some money out of the
silver, but by a player who
wanted to have more distance between the c-key and the small key. This
is also an indication that the oboe was played with the right hand below
and that this oboe was not merely an ornamental object.
In Part 1of this article (Comm. 2000) I wrote that Fredrik Richters was married to a niece of
the Amsterdam silversmith Hillebrand van Flory, who is the likely provider for the some (or
even most of) the silver work for the instruments of Hendrik and Fredrik Richters. I was,
however, restricted in my research (I didn’t get permission to remove the keys) and was

unable to find these, or any other
marks, on the oboes, but neither
on keys and other silver work of
other woodwind instruments by
Dutch makers.
A few oboes have silver keys
with deviant shapes and engravings. I saw the oboe on the left in
this photo when I was in 1994 in
the collection of the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Wien (Vienna),
to see the other oboe, (right)
which is made and stamped by
Hendrik Richters (HR23). After
finishing my inspection of that
instrument, I was asked to help
bringing it back to the exhibition.
And there I saw the other oboe,
unstamped, but clearly made in
the style of Hendrik or Fredrik
Richters (RS4, and not in Adkins
1990). The oboe had in Vienna
the inventory number AR 1912,
but several years later I discovered that the same oboe was in
the Musée de la Musique in Paris, with the inventory number: E 999.9.3. What had
happened? the oboe was part of the collection of musical instruments of Alphons von Rothschild, which were looted in 1938
by the Nazis. After 1947 the
instruments were placed in
Austrian museums. In 1999, the
Austrian government finally
announced the return of these
artworks to the Rothschild
family, who decided to auction
them off (at Christies, London).
Left e-flat/d#-key of RS4
The keys of RS4 are made in the same style as those on
HR8, but are not identical. In my dissertation (Bouterse
2005) I wrote: ‘The keys are an exceptional element of oboe
no. HR8, due not only to their shapes but also to the engravings. The wings of the great or c-key differ in shape from
the familiar 'Mickey Mouse' ears on most of the other
makers' oboes. Young uses the term ‘swallowtail’, but
exactly what he means by that is unclear (Young 1993, 4900
Historical Woodwind Instruments, p. 186). The wings of
HR8 oboe are in fact more or less crescent-shaped, the part
formed by the piece of the c-key that protrudes above the
Keys of HR8 key ring being shaped rather like a sports trophy or an

exotic ropical fish. The ears of the finial correspond with the wings, the protruding undersides
of the bell with the key's cudgel-shaped, outstretched arms ('fists').
Survey of characteristics of the keys of the oboes by Richters, in Richters-stijl and by
Rijkstijn
instrument HR1 HR2 HR3 HR4 HR5 HR6 HR7 HR8 HR9 HR10 HR11 HR12 HR13 HR14 HR15 HR16 HR17 HR18 HR19 HR20 -

keys: material and description (material of keys; engravings)
silver; floral-Bacchus, dancers-musicians
silver; rebus-Bacchus, dancers-musicians
silver; rebus-Bacchus, dancers-musicians
silver; floral-flower, dancers-musicians
keys are lost
silver, small, single wing of c-key; exotic animals
silver; no engravings
silver, crescent shape, musicians-seraph, dancers and birds
brass, no engravings
silver; rebus-Bacchus, dancers-musicians
silver; rebus-Bacchus, dancers-musicians (?)
brass keys, not original
silver; rebus-Bacchus, dancers-musicians
silver; floral-Bacchus, dancers-musicians
silver; no engravings
silver; rebus-Bacchus(?), dancers-musicians
silver; rebus-Bacchus, dancers-musicians
brass, no engravings; wing of c-key not original
silver; only left key original, with engravings
silver; wing of c-key (with rebus) is recent replacement; fool’s head,
dancers-musicians
HR21 - silver; deviating rebus-double head, dancers, musicians
HR22 - silver; only c-key with engravings
HR23 - silver; rebus-Bacchus, dancers-musicians
HR24 - brass; no engravings
HR25 - silver; musicians (cherubs)-rose, dancersmusicians
HR26 - no information
HR27 - no information
HR28 - brass; no engravings
HR29 - no information
HR30 - tenor oboe in f, brass keys in Haka-style, no engravings
FR1 silver; no engravings
FR2 silver; rebus-Bacchus, dancers-musicians
FR3 silver (original?); with floral elements
FR4 silver; no engravings
RS1 silver; (slightly) deviating shape, crested birds and on cover of c- key the
inscription: ‘MM 1744'
RS2 silver (original?); with upside down Bacchus, dancers-musicians; wing of
c-key- broken off
RS3 silver, crescent shape (as HR8), wing of c-key and right d#-key broken off
RS4 silver; strongly ‘lobed' key shapes, musician-seraph, dancers - birds
RS5 silver, with christian symbols, rose on lower part of c-key
RS6 silver, with single wing of c-key, floral motivs and small broom
Rijkstijn1 - brass keys, no engravings
Rijkstijn2 - silver, no engravings

The keys on the boxwood oboes

The keys on most boxwood oboes by the Richters are more simple: all of them made from
brass and without engravings.
On the photos left the c-key and right d# (or e-flat) key of HR27, with some dimensions. See
the nice curvature of the shank and touch of the great key.

Cecil Adkins found some proportions (figure right, from Adkins 1990, p. 51), but he didn’t
give the original dimensions in millimeters. So how precise are his calculations? On HR27
(and other oboes) the proportions fit more or less accurately. But on each oboe, there are
small differences in the dimensions of the left and right small keys, so what are we bothered
about? The keys on HR27 are original, so are the axles (or pivots, both terms are used by
instrument makers). The axles on this oboe are however very short and cannot be removed
easily.

C-key of HR18

The hooked axles on HR18
(Bate Collection, Oxford) are
surely not original. They are
rather thick (1.4 mm) and
maybe forced in the lower
key ring, which resulted in
a piece of wood that broke
away. The touch of the ckey is cut down, or the
whole upper section of the
key is not original

E-flat/d# key of HR18

The keys of HR9 are rather
corroded. The axle holes on
this instrument are not blind,
but drilled through the key
ring. That makes it easier (but
sometimes hard enough) to
remove the axles.

HR24: keys

The keys on HR24 are for me the nicest of the four boxwood oboes: a perfect combination of
strength and elegance, with beautiful curves from the touches to the tips of the spurs. These
keys are as beautiful as, or even more so than the more famous silver ones with their
engravings. The brass keys on the four boxwood oboes are all made in the same style, only
showing minor differences in shape and size. Were they made by the same person, even by
Hendrik Richters himself, of were they provided by specialized craft-men? And what was the
order of work: were the middle joints of the oboes made first, and were than the keys
designed (or adapted) so that they fitted well in the key channels and seats (and so on?). Or
were the keys point of departure for the oboe maker? With the right tools, making of keys is
not so difficult and it is easier to do most of the work on an instrument yourself than to be
dependent on providers.
As I said before, a problem for the investigations was that in most collections I didn’t get
permission to remove the keys from the channels. On many instruments removal would
indeed very difficult without damaging the axles or the wood around the axles.

But making the oboes, the Richters brothers had to put keys in and remove them. The only
way to do that with blind axle holes is to make axles which protrude for some millimeters.
When the keys are removed many times, the ends of the axles got damaged, as we can see on
the photos of HR2 on the first page of this article.

Left photo: Abraham van Aardenberg (1672-1717) cut off the ends of the axles in this oboe
(Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, Ea 444-1933) in line with the surface of the key ring. It is
likely that these axles and the keys have never been removed after the oboe left the workshop,
about 300 years ago. Right: this is the only Dutch instrument on which I have seen a serial
number (VI), carved in the brink of the tenons of both upper and middle joint. Similar carved
numbers are known from traversos by F.G.A. Kirst, who lived about half a century later (ca.
1750-1806).
On the oboe HR5 the keys and
their springs and axles are lost
so that you can measure the
channels accurately.
On only one other instrument (RS6) I had the chance
to remove some of the silver
keys, so that I could have a
look at the brass springs,
which are pushed into the
channels (I have never seen
springs riveted to the keys on
Dutch baroque oboes).
Oboe RS6 is made of boxwood and has no makers’
marks. The holes of the key
axles are blind (see photo left).
Oboe RS6 after some keys are removed; below, keys of RS6

The design of the profiles is very much in the style of the Richters brothers. A silver ring on
the bell has an inscription: ‘Klaas Gerbens, Anno 1753'. That rules out Hendrik Richters as
maker of this oboe; but dates on inscriptions give not always certainty about the year in which
the instrument was made. The keys are a bit odd: the pad of the c-key is very small, but that
may have been caused by cutting off some of the silver. As for the engravings on the keys
(with floral motifs and a broom on the flap of the right small key); are they original? Likewise
there are doubts also about the axles: they are very thick (1.5 mm), with hooks.

Making keys and axle holes
I already mentioned that it is not too
hard to make good working keys for an
oboe. But for making really nice shaped
keys you need a lot of experience, and
the same can be said about the
engravings. Drilling the axle holes is
another task for the oboe maker. How
did they do this? I saw in a small local
museum (Appingedam, Groningen,
Netherlands) between the tools of a
workshop of a jeweller this simple drill I
suppose that in the 18th century similar
devices were used: by moving the bar up
and down the rope becomes twisted,
which gives the rotation (forwards and
backwards) for the drill.
And how to drill very small (narrow)
holes? I myself use sometimes a steel
needle, which I flattened for a greater
parth of its length on a grinding stone.
That grinding causes a wire edge, which
I do not remove. That results in a
diameter of the hole which is slightly wider than the original diameter of the needle. It is
likely that the old oboe makers used similar drills.
The keys: a conclusion
The silver keys with their engravings and sometimes unusual (even exotic) design are unique
in the world of baroque woodwind instrumants and give the ebony oboes (often, but not
always, with ivory mounts) by the Richters family an even more luxurious appearance.
But wat was the meaning of the engravings with the rebus, Bacchus on a barrel, musicians
and drunken or dancing people? Were these depictions ment to be funny, or showing some
wordly wisdom, or both? I see some analogies with vanitas still lives (popular in Holland at
the end of the 17th century), with their warnings against a wealthy lifestyle.
Were these luxuriously made oboes orderded as presentation pieces? But for which people:
rich merchants, nobility, or even musicians? Because several of these oboes show traces of
more or less intensive playing: internal cracks in the ivory finial mounts (as a result of
desintegration of the ivory by enzyms from the saliva of the players ) and keys which were

trimmed for easier handling. Other types of damages (such as broken beads) may have other
causes.
After inspecting so many of these black-white-silver oboes, it was a pleasant surprise for
me to see the oboes in boxwood with their simple, but beautifully shaped brass keys. And
these instruments were not see easy to make: for a woodwind maker, it must have been quite a
lot of work to fit an oboe with brass mounts and to stain the wood in tortoiseshell imitation
(HR27). We don’t know the various prices of the oboes. But as in Richters’ days the costs for
the materials outweighed those for labour rather much, I expect that the boxwood oboes with
brass keys were considerably cheaper than those in ebony, ivory and silver.
Despite the sometimes striking and varied appearences of the keys, we must also conclude
that the technical design and placing on the instruments of Hendrik and Fredrik Richters is
actually always the same and rather conservative. We will see that the same can be said about
their internal design. The next and final article in this series about methods of research in
woodwind instruments will be about toneholes and bore profiles of these oboes.

